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2003 HOUSE STANDING COMMITTEE MINUTES 

BILURESOLUTION NO. HB 1456 

House Transportation Committee 

□ Conference Committee 

Hearing Date February 6, 2003 

Ta eNumber Side A SideB Meter# 
1 X 6.2 to 39.8 

Committee Clerk Signature 

Minutes: 

Re.p. Weisz, Chainnan opened the hearing on HB 14S6, a bill for an Act to provide for fees on 

shuttle trains for reimbursement to grain warehouses and to provide a continuing appropriation. 

Re,p. Weig Representing District 14 relinquished the chair to Rep. Hawken so that he could 

speak as prime sponsor for this proposed legislation. This is a relatively simple bill but I will be 

the first to admit that it is n radical shift. What this bill does is level did playing field -- what we 

are doing is .... assessing fees to help those rail loading facilities and we are pouring back to 

non-fill facilities. The reason that we are doing that is because far too long the state has not taken 

a role ... I don't believe ... in our total transportation infrastructure .... we are letting certain events 

drive the direction the states going to end up in .... I am giving you a hand out • .. which everyone 

should have --it shows what is happening in the last twenty years -- for rail mileage's ... we 

dropped thirty per cent in our mileage's in the last twenty years. This is mileage that citizens of 

the United States paid for in this state when they were built. This the infrastructure that we paid 
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for -- that is gone. If you notice tin the other part of the handout -- our average amount of 

volume has increased -- it has doubled in the last twenty years --we have lost •n again -- thirty 

per cent of our facility. the volume and that traffic is obviously going onto our roads and on our 

highways --it causes a tremendous impact to the state -- we are picking up the cost of that impact 

. Unless we become -- well somebody pays for every benefit some one else has to pay -- the 

citizens of this state are paying for this dramatic shift of -- rural communities are paying for this 

dramatic shift in how we move commodities in this state -- for every mile the rail line has 

abandoned -- it effects a rural community at some point-- and it has -- what this bill will do is 

level the playing field -- we have a movement that is happening and I don't begrudge the railroad 

industry for doing this because obviously doing what is in their corporate interest for a profit -

but from the state's policy perspective I think we are going in the wrong direction. They are 

incurring some "--?---" in what they are doing -- I commend them for that -- but it is the state 

that is ptcking up the tab. We are paying for the ability for them to have the peak of efficiency -

this bill will level the playing field-- allow other shippers to become ... to stay more competitive 

with the shuttle facilities -- hopefully to keep that traffic off the highwayn -- help maintain our 

rural communities -- help keep the balance in this state of a truly diverse infrastructure •W 

railroads that is needed if this state is to go forward in the future. I realize that this is a radical 

thought in our conservative ideas -- robbing Peter to pay Paul -- and I realize there will be a lot of 

opposition but I think we have to forward the debate on this issue -- we can't stand back and let 

one industry to determine the future as to where the state is going to end up. You know I want to 

make it clear that industry is critical to the state of North Dakota. We need ra.il -~ critically -- i.t is 

part of the so,ution I think to the state's future and economic growth, That's why I am concerned 
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when I see numbers like I see where we have lost thirty per cent of our lines ... again these are 

line that we in this state paid for. And they are gone and they are not coming back . I mean -

that> s ... you know but how much more are we going to lose before we finally decide that maybe 

-- it wasn't the correct path we took -- so I mean that's my bill is simple and isn't a whole lot 

of explaining -· but I will be glad to answer any questions .... 

Re_g. Dosch ( 10.2) Can you explain to a city slicker exactly what a shuttle train and what's 

different in that facility is ? 

Re,p. Weisz Industry shuttle facilitates are facilitates that can load 110 car trains in one -- sitting 

.... so to speak. They have the capabilities, the track and ... in a certain time period, To be able to 

load 110 cars in approximately -- these a jumbo cars ~- you are looking at 400,000 plus bushels 

of wheat for example --you are looking at vast amounts of grain .... and for these facilities and 

there are only a hand full of them -- have already purchase about 25% of the total volume in the 

state. It is projected they will have 50% of the volume in a few years. That is a tremendous shift 

jn where our volume of traffic is moving ... because obviously you have to get to that facility ... 

you know it used to be grain -- or whatever the commodity moved through five --ten miles ... you 

know to have those facilities closed -- grain sttttted moving further ... now they are looking at a 

l 00 mile radius .... in some cases ... are feeding these facilities. And most of that .... and granted 

some of that still does come from branch lines -- there is some of that -- but the majority comes 

by truck .... that has a tremendous impact on our state roads. We are well aware .... if you set on 

this committee ... if we didn't have any truck traffic on these roads we could cut our DOT budget 

in half I would say ... you know they are not proposing to do that but that has an impact .... that 
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has to be paid for .... the state pays that cost -- everybody has to pay -- if they are going to 

maintain an infrastructure. 

Re_p. Delomore: This 110 car train goes through one of the 50 - 60 facilities as I understand -

every time they go through that facility how ever many cars there are -- they would have to pay 

$200 for? 

Re,p. Weisz; That is correct because they don't necessarily have to load a 110 cars to get that 

rate that they get from the railroad --it is based on the fact that they are a shuttle facility . Yet a 

neighboring facility that can lobd only fifty two cars will not get that same rate. So this fee would 

apply to every car they ship --10,000 er.rs for example in a year -- they would pay the fee on all 

ten thousand. That money is prorated back to the warehouse-- through the PSC and goes to every 

other rail shipper .... whether they are 52 car facility or a 26 car facility or even a single car 

facility. It would be prorated back y .. less the administrative costs .... what that does is to basically 

balance the differential in the freight rates which makea the smaller facilities somewhat more 

competitive, 

Re,p, Delmore Approximately how much will it cost the railroads per month? 

Rep. Weisz; It doesn•t cost the railroad anything .... it costs the shuttle facility. 

Rep. Zaiser; Can you share your perspective on the efficiencies of shipping by rail versus 

shipping over the road ? 

Rw, Weiszi I am not sure if your are directing it at the shuttle facilities or a non- or if just trucks 

versus rail .... 

_Re;p. Zaiser First just trucks versus rail -- just to give some basis of where you are going with 

this. 
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Re_p, Weisz: Part of the issue I have is that when you have an infrastructure -- why should we 

pay for it twice .... which we did -- over 5000 miles of rail lines in 1979 -- you know the traffic 

that goes on that rail -- is now obviously impacting our road system. You know it is degrading 

our road system because of that. We have an Upper Great Plains Transportation Institute did a 

study on the small branch lines -- and only shipped 500 cars per year .. - it has an annual impact 

on the roads, He quoted some of the statistics from that study. 

Re,p. Headland: Isn't it all going to make the problem worse H because aren't you going to 

force -- actually the facilities that don't have a unit train-- ifhe is going to receive some money 

from the fund -- he is going to bid more for the grain .... the facility that has the unit train 

capabilities are going to have to bid less because they are going to more costs -- so I as a farmer 

I am going to where I can get the best price. If they don't have the rail facility the are going to 

have to truck it out on the highways, 

Rqp, Weisz; The bill can obviously only apply to those who have rail facilities because it is 

already prorated back on that basis. If you not shipping rail you are getting any money back. 

Rm,. Bernstein: ( 19.0) What's the difference between a shuttle train and a unit train? 

Ra,. Wei§Zi It is commonly defined that the facility has the capability to load at least 110 cars ... 

a unit train '""its been around for years ... is 26 cars and it varies -- 27 cars -- 52--54 cars 

capabilities .... are unit trains ... 

Rm, Delmorei Two parts .... why .... I am loosing some thing as to where the money goes and 

why doesn't some of that money go back to roads if that is your concern? 

Re.p; Weisz; There is a fiscal note -- and the fiscal note has a net zero cost ... that's from the 

state's perspective because the bill I clear that if .... the state would take in a million dollars ... it 
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would cost the PSC $50,000 in administrative costs and $950,000 would be paid out to the 

non-shuttle facilities. There has been some suggesting for some amendments. 

Rep, Thome: Is this kind of stand alone legislation -- or are there other states who are doing 

anything? 

Re,p, Weisz; This is stand alone HI don't know of any states doing any thing like this. 

Brian Krammer; Representing the State Farm Bureau, They support this legislation. 

Re_p. Delmore: ( 2 5.0 ) I can see some leveling things -- but those small towns you are talking 

about have already lost their railroad line -- they are still going to transport by truck are they not? 

Brian Krammer; That is correct -- in our instance there is still going to be that impact on the 

highways. 

Jon Mielke; Representing the PSC -- addressing the fiscal note it neutral basically a wash. 

Rsm, Bernsteiffi How difficult would this be to implement? 

Jon Mielke: We get reports from the elevators ... it would be relatively easy. 

Opposlton Testimony -

Oan Kuntzi Representing the BNSF Railway, Several things we want to point out about this bHl 

.... first of all ... this bill probably violates at least 2 federal statutes -- there is the Farr Act which 

is 49 USC Section 11 SO and I gave copies of this to the clerk if you want to check it. Basically 

that statutes prohibits discriminatory tax against railroads and this particular charge either has to 

be considered a tax or I think ... as the Chainnan candidly acknowledged that after becoming 

effective it would change the rate. If you consider it to change the rate then it violated 49 USC 

10501 ... which it a statute which provides exclusive jurisdiction over rail rates -- everything 

-- -•-·----•·- --·----····· · · · ··· --· · tlon systems for microfilming and 
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dealing with rail movement with the Service Transportation Board of the United States. I think it 

is going to violate one or both of those sections of federal code. Is an issue of public policy. 

Tom Kelsch: Representing the Canadian Pacific Railway Company -- spoke in opposition to the 

bill and said this would be passed through to the customer. 

Re,p. Thome; ( 35.4) We were given the figure of probably about 8.5 million dollars -- Ifl 

gather what you said ... would that be at the expense of our producers --

Tom Kelscht Yes -- it would be passed through. 

John Risch: Representing the United Transportation Union spoke in opposition to this 

legislation -- the railroad workers across the state do oppose the bill. 

There being no other persons wishing to testify either for or against HB 1456, Chairman Weisz 

closed the hearing. 

End of hearing record ( 39.8) 
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Re;p, Weisz opened the discussion for action on HB 1456. Chainnan Weisz advised that what 

the amendments would do is to truce the fund out of the PSC and put them into the state highway 

trust fund for roads. 

Rm,. Headland; Moved approval of the amendmets. Re_p. Delmore seconded the motion. 

The amendments were approved by voice vote. 

R,e,p. Delmor; moved a 'Do Not Pass as amendmed' on HB 1456. Re,p. Headland seconded the 

motion. The motion canied on a roll call vote 10 Ayes 2 Nays 1 Absent and not voting • 

.Rem, Dehnore was designated to carry HB 1456 on the floor. 

End of record ( 4.3 ) 



BIii/Resoiution No.: HB 1456 

FISCAL NOTE 
Requested by Legislative Council 

01/21/2003 

1 A. State flscal effect: Identify the state fiscal effect and the fiscal effect on agency appropriations compared to 
~ dl I I d I ti ti I t d d t I un ng eves an aonropr a ons an crpa e un er curren aw. 

2001-2003 Biennium 2003-2005 Biennium 2005-2007 Biennium 
General Other Funds General Other Funds General Other Funds 

Fund Fund Fund 
Revenues $( $( $C $8,500,000 $0 $17,600,000 

Expenditures $0 $C $0 $8,500,00( $0 $17,600,000 

Appropriations $C $C $0 $8,500,00( $( $17,600,000 

1 B. County, city, and school district fiscal effect: Identify the fiscal effect on t~e aomoprlate Dolltlaa/ subdivision. 
2001-2003 Biennium 2003-2005 Biennium 2005-2007 Biennium 

School School School 
Counties Cities Districts Counties Cltles Districts Counties Cities Districts 

,, 

$C $0 $( $C $C $( $( $C 

2, Narrative: Identify the aspects of the measure which cause fiscal Impact .1;1nd Include any comments relevant to 
your analysis, 

$0 

1 ~) This bill provides that railroads are to remit to the state, $200 for every rail cal' of grain that originates at shuttle train elevators. 

L 

There are currently about 18 such elevators in North Dakota. During the most recent crop year, these facilities originated 
approximately 72,5 million bushels of grain. 2003-05 projections are based on this volume. 

Several more such facilities are currently under construction. Ultimately, it is expected that these sites will generate volumes at 
least equal to what is currently shipped by the state's 25 largest grain elevators - about 150 million bushels per year. 2005-07 
projectons are based on this volume. 

3. State fiscal effect detail: For Information shown under state fiscal effect In 1A, please: 
A. Revenues: Explain the revenue amounts. Provide deta/1, when appropriate, for each revenue type and 

fund affected and any amounts Included In the executive budget. 

2003-05 Bie1mium: 

72,5 million bushels= 21,300 rail cars per year 

21,300 cars x 2 years x $200 per car= $8,5 million 

2005-0 7 Biennium: 

150 million bushels= 44,000 rail cars 

44,000 cars x 2 years x $200 pel'cal'== $17.6 million 

B. Exr,endltures: Explain the expenditure amounts. Provide detail, when appropriate, for each agency, line 
Item, and fund affeo/ed and the number of FTE positions affected. 
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This bill provides that all revenues generated are to be expended to cover related administrative costs and to make payments to 
non-shuttle elevators. Annual expenditures should, there equal revenues as outlined above, 

C. Appropriations: Explain the appropriation amour,ts, Provide detail, wt, m appropriate, of the effect on 
the biennial appropriation for each agency and fund affected and any amounts Included In the executive 
budget. Indicate the relationship between the amounts shown for expenditures and appropriations. 

This bill provides for a continuing appropriation to the Public Service Commission to administer this program and to make related 
payments to non-shuttle train grain elevators based on their rail shipments as a percentage of total rail shipments from all 
non-shuttle elevators. 

Name: Jon Mlelke !Agency: Public Service Commission 
Phone Number: 328-4082 Date Prepared: 01/22/2003 
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· Page 1, line 5, replace "public service commission" with "state highway trust fund" 
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Roll Cell Vote#: I __ _ 

2003 HOUSE STANDING COMMITT~ :ioLL c~ VOTES 
BILIJRESOLUTION NO. t!_ /3._ / '-,l ~ 

House TRANSPORTATION 

D Check here for Conference Committee 

Legislative Cowtcil Amendment Number 

Action Taken , b 

Motion Made By 

\ 

~.e2res~ntadv" Yet 
Robin Weisz - Chainnan f 

Kathy Hawken .. Vice Chainnan V 
LeRoy O. Bernstein /}; 
Mark A. Dosch v; 
Pat Oalvin v/ 
Craig Headland V 
Clara Sue Price 
DanJ, Ruby ..; J .. 
Dave Weiler 

Committee 

rJ p 

No, Representatlve1 y" No 
V Lois Delmore v/ 

Ario E. Schmidt v/ 
Elwood Thorpe V,, 
Steven L. Zaiser V 

~ 

V 

Total Yes j f) No ____ ....,.,_____ --------------
Absent / 
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REPORT OF STANDING COMMllTEE (410) 
February 17, 2003 8:16 a.m. 

Module No: HA-30..2854 
Carrier: Delmore 

Insert LC: 3072&.0101 Title: .0200 
REPORT OF STANDING COMMITTEE 

lfB 1458: Tranaportaffon Comm1ttae (Rep, Walaz, Chairman) recommends 
AMENDMENTs AS FOLLOWS and when so amended, recommends DO NOT PASS 
(10 YEAS, 2 NAYS, 1 ABSENT AND NOT VOTING). HB 1456 was Placed on the Sixth order on the calendar. 

Page 1, llne 5, replace 'pubnc seMce cornmlsslon• with 'state highway trust fund' 
Page 1, line 6, remove "The publlc servfce

11 

Page 1, remove lines 7 through 12 

Renumber accordingly 
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North Dakota Rau MIieages 

(as of December 31'' of ea h c year) 

1979 6042 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1991 

1992 

1993 

1994 

1995 

1996 

1997 

1998 

1999 

4891 

4860 

4692 

4681 

4599 

4479 

4356 

4338 

4329 

4324 

4307 

4260 

4223 

4143 

4143 

414.3 

4040 

4015 

3963 

3858 

2000 

2001 

3824 

3774 
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',◄ l~U.K J tt LJAKU l A LJCBNSED GRAIN WAREHOUSES 

Page 1 of2 • .. 
NORTH DAKOTA LICENSED GRAIN WAREHOUSES >---

Lh:en11 Year flevatom Total Lfcenaed Capacity Aver. Capacity 
(August - July) ( as of 8/1) [Jn millions Qf hu§~ (lbousaruts of buJ 

1969-70 663 
124.7 

188, 1 1970-71 658 
129.3 

198.5 1971-72 650 
127.8 

196.6 1972-73 637 
129,7 

203.6 1973-74 636 
131.4 

206.6 1974-75 630 
130.0 

206.3 1975-76 617 
126.0 

204.2 1976-77 605 
133.3 

220.3 1977-78 600 
137.8 

229.7 1978-79 587 
143.2 

244.0 

( 

1979-80 589 
146.0 

247.9 1980-81 592 
155.9 

263,3 1981-82 589 
156.5 

265.7 1982-83 578 
166.2 

287,5 
I 

1983-84 582 
177.5 

305,0 
I 1984-85 563 

178,0 
316.2 I 1985-86 577 

199.1 
345,1 

l 
1986-87 573 

235.5 
411.0 

I 
I 

1987-88 580 
258.4 

445.5 
f 
I 

1088•89 583 
254.0 

435,7 

, 

1989-90 550 
248.4 

451,6 1990 .. 91 534 
235.0 

440,1 
,___,, 

1991-92 521 
230.5 

442,4 

http://www,psc.state,nd, lls/Content/psc/Lfcensing/NORTH%20DAKOTA %20LICENSED... 2/312003 
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NUK l H UAKUTA LICENSED GRAIN WAREHOUSES 
Page 2 of2 

,. .. 
1992-93 504 234.7 465.7 (-·' 
1993-94 484 241.3 498.6 
1994-95 484 246.0 508.3 
1995-96 486 250.2 514.8 
1996-97 482 250.4 519.5 
1997-98 462 246.7 534.0 
1998-99 456 246.0 539.5 
1999-00 443 243.9 550,6 
2000-01 443 252.3 568.5 
2001-02 434 251.1 578.5 

http://www.psc.state.nd.us/Content/psc/Licensing/NORTH%20DAKOT A %20LJCENSEO .. , 2/3/2003 
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